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or group of words closest in meaning to word u

help in the disposal of surplus .

of the news- paper gives the study of the current business situation.

of communication between the management and the subQrdinates is vital for

ing under another.

located away from crowded cities to reduce the hazards of air, noise and

his overdraft limit will have to pay additional bank charges as well as

(3x5=15 Marks)
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2) Write ,wh' questions to get the underlined words as answers.

Example: Statement : A businessman, owning a shopping complex, buill

town, is
advertising Urcancies for clerks and sales girls.

,Wh' questions: What is a businessman, owning a shopping complex, built nea

and advertising?

i. Some senior officers, experienced and qualified in their areas of work, are conductit

classes for professional examinations at certain centers.

ii. The flood level is raising in certain low- lying areas during these monsoon rains.

iii. Sorne flood victims are not getting relief assistance due to transport difficulties.

iv. I am writing comments in your answer scripts to help you to understand your mist

v. Certain laborers, working temporarily in places, are finding it difficult to obtain en

during these rainy days.
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following dialogue by filling the blanks with suitable

please guide me to the Public Library?

ng distance?

does the Library open?

at 6.30 a.m

You can get details from the staff.

bye.

distance; it's only a ten minute w.*k.

s the time now.

go straight ahead along the road.

(3x5=15 Marks)
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on * steps to be taken to start a business in 100



6) ./
A. whatslpg1e word or phrase is being defined in each of these sentences write the answer (

' t 
" .,..-blanksT

Example:Thethingsyouhopetodo/aclrievewithinaperiodoftime.goals

1. Money you borrow from a bank for your business'

2. . What you must pay the bank if you borrow money - " ' '

3. The continuous increase in the price of things'

4. When a company does not make a profit or a loss'

5.Whenaneconomyisinaperiodofreducedandslowbusinessactivity.

B. Replace the underlined word(s) in each sentence with another word(s) that has the sarn

Example: Fortunately the company is doins well now'

l. There has been a slow rise in sales'

thriving

2. This comes after a d{aFatic fall last year'

3. And it's qrowing verY quicklY'

4. This is one of their main objectives'

5. Profits have risen considerably'


